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HAMBURG: After last year’s huge success
at the iF awards 2017 with 5 winning
devices, this year HUAWEI Mate 10,
HUAWEI Mate 10 Pro, HUAWEI nova 2,
and the HUAWEI MateBook X, were
awarded at the prestigious iF Design Award
at the annual for their outstanding design.
Founded in 1953, the iF Design Award is
organized annually by the Hannover
Industrial Design Forum, Germany’s oldest
industrial design agency. Each year, iF
International Forum Design GmbH organiz-
es one of the world’s most celebrated and
valued design competitions: the iF DESIGN
AWARD.  6,402 entries 2,955 participants
and 54 countries: a jury of 63 independent
international experts came together in
Schuppen 52 in the Port of Hamburg to
select the winners of the iF DESIGN
AWARD 2018, which showcases the world’s
leading design concepts and technological
innovations. Check out the top 4 HUAWEI
products whose design outstood all other
products.

HUAWEI MateBook X
Rethink the PC. The MateBook X is one of

2017’s prettiest portable computers. Its design
is defined by its slightly squarer shape than
your average widescreen laptop. The 13-inch
screen is surrounded by a very thin bezel, which
really helps draw your eyes into the screen.It is
12.5 mm thick, weighs 1.05 kg, and effortlessly
integrates work and life. HUAWEI MateBook X
is small yet mighty, with up to the 7th
Generation Intel(r) Core(tm) i7 processor deliv-
ers performance for both work and entertain-
ment. Aerospace engineering allows HUAWEI
MateBook X to stay cool-means overheating is
a thing of the past!

HUAWEI Mate 10
Designed to bring your vision to life: Enjoy

an immersive viewing experience with HDR 10
technology. The HUAWEI Mate 10 features a
strong and robust glass casing both front and
back, for a uniquely elegant design. Discover a
stunning new 5.9-inch screen with a 16:9 dis-
play ratio, barely-there-bezel and HDR10 tech-

nology for intensely vivid and bright colors. An
innovative technique is used to heat the tough-
en rear glass to 700ºC before shaping, to deliv-
er the ultimate style.

HUAWEI Mate 10 Pro 
The HUAWEI Mate 10 pro sports a stunning

new 6-inch screen Full View Display with an
18:9 display ratio, barely-there-bezel and
HDR10 technology for intensely vivid and
bright colors. The signature stripe highlights the
dual lens cameras, embodying the perfect sym-
metry of a superior smartphone design. The
ergonomic curved glass fits snugly in the palm
and feels as good as it looks. The HUAWEI
Mate 10 Pro features a strong and robust glass
casing both front and back, for a uniquely ele-
gant design. IP67 rated water and dust resist-
ant, the HUAWEI Mate 10 Pro can handle
whatever life throws at you. 

HUAWEI nova 2
Who says you can’t have everything?

HUAWEI nova 2 Plus is a smartphone for a

smart life. A lightweight, strong and slim metallic
body (6.9 mm), large screen-to-body ratio and
a sophisticated CNC finish. The 2.5D curved
glass screen has a super narrow bezel. Powerful
design that powers you life. Innovation is the

source of Huawei’s development. In the field of
industrial design, Huawei has always adhered to
the dedicated R & D spirit, constantly striving
for excellence and making bold attempts to
embellish its cutting-edge design. 

iF Design Award: Get to 
know the big winners of 2018

German court 
finds Facebook
over-sharing 
user data
FRANKFURT AM MAIN; A German court has found
Facebook is breaching data protection rules with priva-
cy settings that over-share by default and by requiring
users to give real names, a consumer rights organiza-
tion said Monday. Under German law, personal infor-
mation can only be recorded and used by a company
with explicit agreement from the individual.

But Berlin judges ruled Facebook leaves many set-
tings switched on by default, failing to offer users a
meaningful choice about how their data is used, plain-
tiffs the Federation of German Consumer
Organizations (VZBV) said. “Facebook hides default
settings that are not privacy-friendly in its privacy
centre and does not provide sufficient information
about this when users register,” VZBV legal expert
Heiko Duenkel said. Judges found five different default
privacy settings were illegal, including sharing loca-
tion data with chat partners or making profiles avail-
able to external search engines, allowing any internet
user to stumble across them.

The court also ruled eight paragraphs of Facebook’s
terms of use were invalid, most notably one which
requires people to use their real names on the social
network. But it did not agree with the consumer advo-
cates’ claim that the firm’s slogan “Facebook is free and
always will be” was misleading. The VZBV said users
were already paying to use the site-but with access to
their data, rather than cash. Facebook could face fines
of up to 250,000 euros ($306,000) per infraction if it
does not fix its conditions in Germany, but the company
said it would appeal the ruling.

“Our products and terms of service have changed a
lot since the beginning of the case, and we are making
further changes this year to our terms of use and data
protection guidelines, with a view to upcoming legal
changes,” a spokeswoman told AFP. Germany is a major
market for Facebook in Europe, with around 30 million
of the country’s 80-million strong population signed up
and almost 23 million using the network every day.
Along with Austria, it is one of the only European Union
nations to have translated continent-spanning rules
known as the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) into national law ahead of a May 25 deadline.

Monday’s judgment follows a December warning
from Germany’s competition watchdog that Facebook
was abusing its dominant market position to “limit-
lessly” harvest data from outside websites and apps.
The social network uses its connections to third-party
websites and subsidiaries WhatsApp and Instagram to
collect data on its users to enable hyper-targeted
advertising. — AFP 

BERLIN: This file photo taken on February 24, 2016
shows the “Facebook” logo pictured on the sidelines of
a press preview of the so-called “Facebook Innovation
Hub”. — AFP 

Russia launches
cargo spacecraft
after aborted liftoff
MOSCOW: Russia yesterday launched an unmanned
Progress cargo ship to the International Space Station
after a glitch led officials to postpone the planned liftoff
two days earlier. The Soyuz rocket carrying the
Progress ship took off from the snow-covered Baikonur
cosmodrome in Kazakhstan at 11:15 am Moscow time
(0815 GMT) and reached its designated orbit several
minutes later, the Russian space agency said. “We have
liftoff!” the Roscosmos space agency tweeted.

The cargo ship is carrying dry cargo, fuel, water,
oxygen and air to the crew of the ISS. It is also carrying
equipment for the experimental ICARUS project, an
animal tracking system that will be installed on the out-

er surface of the station. The launch of the Progress
was initially scheduled for Sunday but was postponed
at the last minute until Tuesday due to an unspecified
problem. Space industry sources told Russian news
agencies Monday that the onboard computer of the
Soyuz rocket had to be replaced. 

Reasons for the aborted launch were being investi-
gated. The Sunday launch was supposed to take the
Progress to the International Space Station in a record
time of just over three hours for the first time by using a
new scheme to dock with the ISS after taking just two
orbits around the Earth. However Russia yesterday had
to opt for the old, two-day rendezvous due to orbital
mechanics, with the docking expected to take place
Thursday afternoon. Six men are currently at the
International Space Station including Russian cosmo-
nauts Anton Shkaplerov and Alexander Misurkin and
NASA astronauts Joe Acaba, Mark Vande Hei and Scott
Tingle. Russia’s once-proud space industry has suffered
a series of setbacks over recent years, with officials los-
ing a number of satellites and other spacecraft. — AFP

Unilever threatens
to pull ads from
‘divisive platforms’
THE HAGUE: Anglo-Dutch consumer giant
Unilever, one of the world’s largest advertisers,
threatened Monday to snub digital platforms that
fail to protect children or help “create division” in
society. Denouncing what it called “toxic online
content,” the Rotterdam-based Unilever weighed
in on growing concerns about fake news and
extremist posts on such networks as Facebook
and Google. “Unilever will not invest in platforms
or environments that do not protect our children
or which create division in society, and promote
anger and hate,” its chief marketing officer Keith
Weed said.

In a speech to be delivered later Monday, of
which AFP has been given extracts, Weed added
that “fake news, sexism, terrorists that spread
messages of hate, toxic content directed at chil-
dren ... is a million miles from where we thought
this would take us.” Unilever “will prioritise
investing only in responsible platforms that are
committed to creating a positive impact on socie-
ty,” Weed said in his keynote address to be given
at a conference in Palm Desert, California.

Weed said he had met Unilever’s digital part-
ners, including Facebook, Google and Twitter at
the global Consumer Electronics Show in Las
Vegas in early January, where he “repeated one
point to each and every one of them.” “It is criti-
cal that our brands remain not only in a safe envi-
ronment, but a suitable one.” “Unilever, as a
trusted advertiser, do not want to advertise on
platforms which do not make a positive contribu-
tion to society,” Weed said. Unilever last year
spent 7.7 billion euros on marketing and adver-
tising and is the world’s second-largest advertiser
after US-based consumer goods company
Procter & Gamble. Unilever chief financial officer
Graeme Pitkethly said in November that some 30
percent of that total goes to digital advertising.
The company employs some 169,000 people
around the world and owns more than 400
household brands including Dove beauty prod-
ucts, Knorr soups, Lipton teas, Magnum ice
cream and Marmite. — AFP 

Honduras 
lawmakers seeking
to curb online speech
TEGUCIGALPA: Lawmakers in Honduras are debating
a bill that wants to fine administrators of social media
networks for online comments deemed offensive or
promoting “hate campaigns.” The measure was intro-
duced by a member of the ruling National Party as the
country is wracked by protests claiming President Juan
Orlando Hernandez won a new mandate through a
rigged November election.

Much of the vitriol against Hernandez and the
National Party is being expressed in social media. The
opposition and other groups are also using online
forums to organize the anti-government protests. The

bill calls for fines of up to $43,000 against those run-
ning websites or social networks on which text encour-
aging “hate and discrimination” are posted. Civil socie-
ty groups say the move is an attempt to curb free
speech and quash legitimate protests. The Association
of Communication Media in Honduras said the bill
undermines basic rights and called on the country’s
congress to suspend the debate.

The national journalists’ association warned the bill
would pave the way for “manipulation” by certain inter-
ests and strike a blow to citizens’ rights to express
themselves freely. Hernandez, a conservative who has
the backing of the United States, was declared the vic-
tor of the November 26 election despite observers from
the Organization of American States listing irregulari-
ties in the polling. The leftwing opposition asserts that
Hernandez stole the election from its candidate,
Salvador Nasralla, and was not legitimately re-elected.
It is persisting with protests that have been met by
police action. — AFP 

TEGUCIGALPA, Honduras: A young woman uses her cell-
phone, next to graffiti that reads “JOH Out” - a reference
to President Juan Orlando Hernandez (JOH). — AFP 

BAIKONUR, Kazakhstan: This handout photo taken and released by Roscosmos space
agency on November 29, 2016 shows service towers moving towards the Soyuz-U carrier
rocket with the cargo ship Progress MS-04 lifted on the launch pad at the Russian-leased
Baikonur cosmodrome. — AFP 


